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Abstract: Ternary Sm-based Sm-Al-Co alloys at specific compositions designed using an e/a- and cluster-related criteria exhibit
high glass forming abilities and form bulk glassy rods of 3 rnm in diameter by a copper mold suction-casting method. Four compositions of bulk metallic glasses (BMGs) are Srn,,Al,,Co,,, Sm,2A1,,Co,,, Sm,,A1,,Co2, and Sm,,Al,,Co,,, which all satisfy a constant
conduction electron concentration of 1.5. Among them, the BMG exhibiting the largest reduced glass transition temperature (Trg)is
Sm,,Al,,Co,,, which reaches 0.648. The glass transition temperature T, and the onset crystallization temperature T, of this alloy are
respectively 579 and 640 K at a heating rate of 20 Wmin.
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1. Introduction
In the last decade, great progress has been achieved
in the research of rare earth (RE) metal-based bulk
metallic glasses. The casting size of La-based bulk
metallic glasses (BMGs) has increased to more than
10 mm using the conventional copper mould casting
method [l]. Rods of Nd-based BMGs reached 12 mm
in diameter, and some of them displayed good hard
magnetic properties [2]. On the other hand, many new
families of RE-based BMGs have been discovered,
such as Pr- [3], Ce- [4], Gd- [5],Dy- [6], Ho- [7], and
Sm-based [8-lo]. These alloys usually exhibit good
glass forming ability (GFA) and have potential industrial applications [3-111. For example, the new Cebased BMG with a low Tg (glass transition temperature) close to room temperature attracts much attention due to its polymer-like thermoplastic behavior
[ 1I]. For the Sm-based alloy systems, its GFA has still
not been investigated extensively. The first Sm-based
BMG is a Sm6,Fe~,A1,,Co,,Cu, quinary alloy prepared
by die casting, which shows a ferromagnetic behavior
[8]. The second Sm-based BMG is a Sm-Al-Ni-Cu
quaternary system [9]. Recently, several ternary SmAI-Ni BMGs with a diameter of 3 mm have been discovered by our group [lo]. However, the glass formation for other Sm-based BMG systems is still unCorresponding author: Chuang Dong, E-mail: dong@dIut,edu.cn

known, especially for the Sm-Co-based alloys which
are promising for applications as magnetic materials
because the family of Sm-Co alloys or compounds are
excellent permanent-magnetic materials [ 121.
In this paper, a new series of ternary Sm-Al-Co
BMGs was reported. Their composition optimization
was accomplished by using the ela- and cluster-based
criteria. A ternary cluster was used as the cluster criterion, which is an extension of the present binary cluster-based criterion.

2. Composition design
The structural stability in relation to the conduction
electron concentration per atom (e/a) has been revealed to be a universal feature of many electronically
simple and transition metal-containing alloys. The e/a
values of BMGs and their related crystalline phases
are nearly constant. The e/a-constant feature is represented in a ternary phase diagram by a straight composition line with a constant ela value. The optimized
BMGs and their crystalline counterparts are located
along this line. Such an e/a-constant criterion has been
applied in the composition optimization of many Zrbased systems such as Zr-Al-(Ni,Co,Cu) [13-151 and
the Sm-based Sm-Al-Ni system [lo].
The effective e/a value of Sm must be determined
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before this criterion can be used. Due to the predominant Brillouin Zones (BZs) corresponding to the most
intense diffraction peaks, the most intense peak can be
used to calculate the BZ width Kp=4minBdA,where 0,
is the diffraction angle of the intense diffuse peaks in
the XRD pattern and A is the X-ray wavelength. Wang
et al. have calculated (e/~)~,=1.5
[15], associating this
diffraction method with the formulation of ~KFK,that
denotes the BMG stabilization mechanism, where K,
is the Fermi wave vector [16]. The rare-earth metal
Sm is considered as its crystalline form hP-Sm, which
exhibits the most intense diffraction peak (004) at B,=
15.24" when the multiplicity factor is considered. This
relationship gives Kp=21.45 nm-'. When the 2K,=Kp
rule is satisfied, K ~ 1 0 . 7 2nm-'. The conduction electron concentration per unit volume N, is 41.633 nm-3
using K~(37c~N,)'".Finally, since N,=(e/a)p, where p
is the atom number per volume and can be calculated
by the atom number (4) and the volume (0.1326 nm-3)
of the unit cell, the effective e/a of Sm is obtained,
about 1.4, which is very close to that of the metal Zr
1.43. Considering a small charge transfer between alloying elements, the e/u of Zr is finally l .5 in Zr-based
BMGs [15] and related crystalline phases. Similarly,
the e/a of Sm is approximately taken as 1.5 in this alloys. Thus, in the Sm-Al-Co ternary system, two
known phases, AlCo (cP-CsC1 type) and pure Sm fall
along a straight composition line with e/a=l.5, where
the electron concentration contributions from A1 and
Co are 3 and 0 respectively [13-141.
The second criterion is the cluster line criterion,
which refers to a characteristic composition line in a
ternary composition chart, linking a specific cluster
composition point of a binary subsystem with high
GFA, usually near a deep eutectic composition, to the
third constituent. This line has been widely applied in
our previous studies on the composition optimization
of the Zr- or Cu-based ternary systems [ 13,171. Therefore, the cluster line combines the binary clusters with
the optimum glass forming compositions in a given
ternary alloy system. The key step in our composition
design is to select appropriate clusters for cluster lines.
In the previous composition optimization in the Zr- or
Cu-based ternary systems, the icosahedral clusters
were used [13,17-181. However, ternary clusters have
not been considered to define cluster lines.
Icosahedral short-range ordering dominates in
many amorphous alloy structures [ 191. Experimental
evidence indicated that the existence of the icosahedral atomic clusters in the amorphous structures contributes to the high glass forming ability and the high
stability against crystallization [20]. Thus, in the current work, an icosahedron Sm,AlCo, was used to con-
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struct the cluster line. This icosahedral cluster is derived from the A1,Co6Sm, phase and centered by an
A1 atom. In addition, according to Miracle's topologically effective atomic packing model [21], the ratio R
between the radius ro of the center atom and the average radius r, of the nearest-neighbor shell atoms for
the Sm,AlCo, cluster was calculated. The value of R
is found to be 0.885, which is very close to the ideal
R*=0.902, under the condition of efficient atomic
packing for the same coordination number of the nearest-neighbor shell cluster. The difference between R
and R* is only 1.9%, which indicates that the
Sm,AlCo, cluster satisfies topologically effective
atomic packing. Furthermore, the element A1 was used
to construct the cluster line (Sm,Ni,)-A1 in the Sm-AlNi system [lo]. Similarly, in the Sm-Al-Co system,
the cluster line (Sm8AlCo4)-Al was constructed by
extending a line from the Sm,AlCo, icosahedral cluster to the element Al.
Two composition lines are constructed in the Smbased Sm-Al-Co system, one being the ela-constant
line (A1Co)-Sm with e/a =1.5, and the second cluster
composition line (Sm,A1C04)-A1, as shown in Fig. 1.
The intersecting point of the two lines is Sm50A125Co,5.
To confirm the glass-forming range near this intersection, six alloy compositions from Sm4,A1,,Co2, to
Sm,,Al,,Co,, along the e/a =1.5 line have been studied.

co
0.2

Fig. 1. Bulk metallic glass composition chart in the Sm-AICo system.

3. Experimental
Six

ingots

of compositions Sm&&,C026,
m50A125C025
Sm52A124C024,
Sm,,A12,Co23,
Sm56A122C02,,
and Sm5,A12,Co2,were prepared by arc
melting the mixtures of constituent elements under an
argon atmosphere. The purities of elements are
99.9wt% for Sm, 99.999wt% for A1 and 99.99wt% for
Co, respectively. A small excess of Sm was added to
compensate for mass loss due to evaporation during
melting. Alloy rods with a diameter of 3 mm were
prepared by means of copper mould suction casting.
Structural identification of these alloys was carried out
9
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by means of X-ray diffractometry (XRD) on the bottom end of the rods using Cu K, radiation (/2=
0.15406 nm). High-resolution transmission electron
microscopy (HRTEM) was carried out on a Tecnai G2
20 for the crushed BMG powder samples. Differential
Scanning Calorimetry (DSC) was done on a TA Q l O O
at a heating rate of 20 Wmin.

an endothermic signal corresponding to the melting
process.
Heating rate 20 K/min

4. Results and discussion
Fig. 2 shows the XRD patterns for the six as-cast
rods. The broad diffused diffraction peaks in the patterns indicate that BMGs are formed in a very narrow
range along the e/a=1.5 line. Only four alloys
Sm50A12sCo25, Sms2AlZ4Coz4, Sms4AlZ3Coz3, and
Sm56A122C022
among the six alloys form pure BMG
rods. The amorphous nature of these samples is
further confirmed by HRTEM. Fig. 3 presents a highresolution image and a selected-area electron diffraction pattern for the as-cast sample Sm,,A12,Co2,,
showing a pure single amorphous phase without evident nanocrystals.
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Fig. 2. XRD patterns of alloys lying on the e/a = 1.5 line.

Fig. 3. Selected-area electron diffraction pattern and
high-resolutionimage of the Sm,&l,,Co,, BMG.

The DSC traces of the four BMG forming samples
are shown in Fig. 4. All the traces exhibit an obvious
glass transition, a crystallization exothermic peak, and
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Fig. 4. DSC traces of the BMGs on the 1.5 e/u-constant
line.
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The characteristic thermodynamic temperatures of
these BMGs are listed in Table 1, including the glass
transition temperature ( T J , the onset temperature of
crystallization (T,), the onset temperature of melting
(T,), the offset melting point (TI),the supercooled liquid region ATx (AT,=T,-T,) and GFA indicators, such
as the reduced glass transition temperature TIP
(T,,=T,IT, [22]) and y (y=TxI(Tg+T,)[23]) of the
BMGs.
Among the characteristic data, Tgand T, are indices
of the thermal stability of a glassy alloy. High Tg and
T, signify high resistance against crystallization. As
can been seen from Table 1, both Tg and Tx of these
BMGs are strongly dependent on the alloy compositions, and decrease with increasing Sm contents. AT,
can serve as another index for the thermal stability of
the supercooled liquid. AT, has the similar tendency to
Tg and T, with respect to the BMG compositions in
this study. Among these four BMGs, the Sm,,A1,,Co2,
alloy displays the highest thermal stability with the
largest value of Tg(579 K), T, (640 K) and ATx(61 K).
The reduced glass transition temperature TI, (T,=
Tg/Tmor Tg/T,)is generally accepted as the foremost
GFA parameter. According to Lu et al. [22], TJT, is
more linked to GFA than TdT,,,. Therefore, T,,=T,ITl
are used to estimate the GFA of an amorphous alloy in
this paper. The yparameter, y=T,I(T,+TJ, is also used
as a measure of GFA. A good GFA is associated with
TIg20.6and y a . 3 5 [ 111. The values of T,IT, and y in
Table 1 are all larger than 0.6 and 0.35, respectively,
which means that these four BMGs have large GFAs.
It is also noted that the values of T,IT, and y show the
same tendency as Tg and T,, i.e. decreasing with increasing Sm contents, and that the GFA in this system
is strongly sensitive to the compositions. The best
GFA appears in the Sm,oA1,,Co, BMG with the largest TgIT, (0.648) and y (0.435). This composition is
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located at the intersection of the e/u-constant line with
e/a = I .5 and the cluster composition line (Sm,AICo,)-
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Al.

Table 1. Characteristicthermodynamic temperatures of these BMGs
Composition
Sm50A125C025
Sm52A124C024
Sm54A123C023

Sm5,AI,*Co*?

T,/K
579
566
557
554

T,IK
640
62 1
592

T,IK
867

T,/K
893

868
868

585

868

910
906
895

Therefore, the optimum Sm,&,Co,,
BMG, with
both the highest thermal stability and largest GFA in
the investigated Sm-Al-Co alloys, is located at the intersection of the e/u-constant line with e/u =1.5 and
the cluster composition line of (Sm,AICo,)-Al. The
characteristic parameters of this BMG are Tg=579 K,
Tx=640K, TJT,=0.648 and y=0.435, respectively. This
is very similar to that in the Zr-Al-Ni system [14] and
the Sm-Al-Ni system [ 101.

5. Conclusions
The application of our e/a- and cluster-based criteria in the Sm-Al-Co system has led to the discovery of
novel ternary Sm-based BMGs. The Sm,,A1,,Co2,
BMG, located at the intersection point of the cluster
line (Sm,AICo,)-Al and the eh-constant line, has the
best thermal stability and glass forming ability, characterized by Tg=519 K, Tx=640 K, T#T,=0.648 and y=
0.435.
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